Mighty Spectrums, Season 1, Episode 1, January 13, 2017 – by LadyJaye
Q1: LadyJaye, what inspired you to join me as co-host of Mighty Spectrums?
A: D’Lee, it has long been my desire to share with others:
1. What I’ve come to understand about our existence and how it drastically changed my own
agonizingly desperate life on this planet. Diligence in practicing the Precepts of God laid out in the
Bible brought me to studies of the Ancient Wisdom, those ‘Principles of God’ of which most were
purposefully removed from the Holy Bible as time went on through the Ages, by those in authority
who would control the common masses. Understanding, then, about the past, present, and future of
mankind made it impossible to hold grudges and unforgiveness any longer. It wasn’t by choice, per
se, but a total change in me; the ‘choices’ came with each opportunity, each crossroad. Of course,
with this change in attitude, health and finances and all that pertains to life and relationships slowly
but steadily and obviously began to improve. Used by the Essenes, with whom young Jesus lived and
learned for a time, this is an excellent example of one of its Principles, left in the Bible: ‘May you
prosper even as your soul prospers’1;
2. To impart HOPE to each listener, that there IS a better way to exist; we’ve all ‘seen it’ in our minds
and hearts but futilely accepted what life was perpetually giving us while wondering the ‘why me?’;
3. It is written on every soul, no matter what their ‘walk’ presently SEEMS on earth, the Truth that God
is NOT a ‘man’2 somewhere above capriciously doling out blessings or punishment; nor a puppeteer
causing our every move and action, but THE Omnipresent, Omniscient, and Omnipotent Divine
Principle. WE are responsible for our own present existence and that – as part of God’s
Omnipresence, of God the Divine Principle - WE are endowed with the ability to manage our own
existence. That ‘endowment’ is called GRACE.
4. And that the circumstances in which we perpetually seem to find ourselves is NOT written in stone.
There are autonomic DIVINE PRINCIPLES in play which permeate our very existence and function as
purposefully as black and white. When followed or rejected, equal consequences occur. It is divinely
Intended that we ‘evolve’ – learn and grow mentally, physically, and spiritually – each day, in any
little way, but always forward; That THAT is the ‘soul perfection process’ which Jesus came as Christ
in the last Age, to show us how it is done; His purpose in that was missed, as the emotional and
glamorized world grew away from the Universal God-Principles, replaced by their own perceptions –
for that is the easiest in which to dwell, isn’t it? – and now great effort need be expended to reverse
and restore ‘right thinking’ and the ingrained generational ‘wrong thinking.’ I ask you, why else
would it be written in the Word, to ‘work out your own salvation’3?

Q2:

So, LadyJaye, how does one step onto the path of the ‘soul-perfection process?’

A: It’s very simple, actually. If you have had - what I call - your ‘soul tapped for more attention’ and you
‘hunger for more’ of God, in the quality decision to step onto that path which will take you to that Intended life
yet awaiting your embrace, you will come face-to face with the demons that beset you, in almost annoyingly
obvious opportunities to practice your new reactions. It will call you to ACTION every second of the day! Be of
great courage, it is the way of the soul, as it finds you a willing participant – FINALLY! – in its striving to return
to Bliss, through divine perfection, through you, through as many lifetimes as it may take. Those things that
would keep you from your blissful Intended life MUST be exposed; the only way to remove them once and for
all is to follow the ‘right way’ in action and reaction once they arise.

With your quality choice, there becomes a constant awareness of choice in every circumstance – and therein lie
the most extreme effort! To make the RIGHT choice, thoughts have to be brought into subjection4, under
control, and we each ALONE choose how to think – about anything and everything.
I only said it was ‘simple,’ not easy! LOL I will share more later of the tools that will help greatly.

Q3: LadyJaye, it sounds like you’ve got this first season for Mighty Spectrums loaded with tools and
encouragement for those seeking a higher understanding of their spirituality and life itself.
A: Indeed, D’Lee. On this program, I will be sharing those tools which helped me get through that most
difficult of stages. I am not a guru or spiritual guide or anything like that, please remember; I am only a cohabitant on this planet and willing to share with those behind me that which those before me shared, all to our
mutual benefit. If one little morsel aids one more soul in its podvig – spiritual path – then my purpose will have
succeeded.
When the Principles were just beginning to prove themselves in me, I wanted to shout it from the rooftops! Yet
I was intuitionally reigned in until my life portrayed its choice and until I could prove more of them and that
they DID NOT reverse or change in any way. I was guided to work through the ‘right way’ of thinking and
acting, following the Principles, and I understand now that its purpose was not only to change MY life but to be
able to speak with authority5 to others and encourage them as they, too, go through the often agonizing process
of replacing ‘stinking thinking’ which has been so deeply ingrained over the Ages and generations.
Each week I will speak on a Universal Divine Principle, different from the common scriptures in the Holy Bible,
which is itself a valuable beginner tool, though too heavily edited throughout the generations, as we all now
know. What remains of the Bible is still extremely valuable in teaching divine discipline. From there the
windows of heaven open up and invite you to expand your awareness of God. There will be, however, a
referral scripture to any mention made from the Holy Bible, in the shows outline on my personal website, for
those who desire it.
It will be exposed the Truth about ‘working out your own salvation’ and that it takes conscious effort - often to
the point of blood, sweat, and tears, I promise! – and exposes that ‘Salvation’ is not a lackadaisical slide into
heaven on merely claiming Jesus as Lord. Only the sincere will understand and accept such a challenge. Those
who step up to the plate to take it on, for the perfection of their soul, will be given spirit eyes – “eyes of
understanding”6 – to see imparted Truths, and very quickly discern small perceptions of the Truth of each
Principle. With each recognition comes another crossroad: to believe it and move forward in its confirmation or
stop and choose the common way of the masses once again. Diligence in the smaller perceptions lead to the
larger, jaw-dropping recognitions . . . and then there’s no turning back! What is delicious about this process is
that it very quickly becomes the ‘norm’ of your daily life and the awe returns only during the Selah, the
meditation, of it. THAT is called ‘dwelling in the High Places with God.’7
THAT commitment itself pulls us into the 2nd step: Bringing your thoughts under control – there will be tools to
help with that, also. Both ‘steps’ take constant awareness and practice, and are NOT without their
reward…’SINCERE EFFORT COUNTS!’

Q4:

This is exciting, LadyJaye, and I can’t wait to hear what your message will be next week!

A: Yes, D’Lee. Next week I will start by sharing the Principle of Harmlessness, Step 1, and the tools to help
comprehend its place in the individual’s Intended life. Until then, be thinking about what you’ve heard today
and sincerely opening your mind to possible new Truths; to ‘letting God out of the box,’ so to speak; what it
would mean and how it would fit into your life from this moment on. Purpose to ignore the temptation to
reject the nudgings of your soul, which has brought you to this moment for the benefit of your secret striving to
awareness and change.

You will find an audio right here on Voice America.com and an outline and audio on
AmritaNicoleMarketing.com. Please leave a comment of your concern or question so others can share in the
reciprocal response. Your personal information will NOT be publicized.
Thank you for tuning in and listening to Mighty Spectrums on Voice America.com.

KJV:
1) III John 1:2
2) Numbers 23:19
3) Philippians 2:12
4) II Cor 10:5
5) II Timothy 2:15
6) Ephesians 1:18
7) Isaiah 58:14

